
Replacing Passenger Side Vent Wheel Light 

 
For this job you would need a Phillips (star) screwdriver. If you feel you are challenged 
in finger strength, you may want to invest in a plastic wedge to help with levering off 
some covers and trim. 
 
The bulbs can either be obtained from the dealer at about $2.50 each, or you can buy a 
pack of 2 at Pepboys or Kragen for about $2.99.  
 
It is also important to note where each screw is removed, since they are not all 
interchangeable.  
 
TIP: Frequently you can turn the screw back into the hole after you have removed the 
part. Alternately, put the screw with the part that it held. 
 
Level of difficulty:  2 of 10 
Pucker factor:  3 of 10 
Time required:            30 minutes 
 
 
First start by removing this cover after opening the passenger front door. 
 

 



Next remove this Phillips screw. 
 

 
 
Now remove the speaker grill by first pushing up until the front releases and then pull 
back. 

 



Remove the trim strip by first pulling it away from the console … 

 
 
until you reach this 3rd clip (just above the glove box release) and the release the rest by 
sliding the strip towards the door. 

 



Remove the 2 vent screws indicated in the picture below. 

 
 
Pull out the black square tube. Notice that I couldn’t get mine out initially and that I 
removed the glove box to get a better grip. On a subsequent try, I could get it out easily 
without going through the glove box. Just pull and wiggle at the same time. 

 
 



Next pull out the vent while wiggling it up and down. If you had removed the glove box, 
you can also push from behind, but it really is not required. 

 
 
Pull out the bulb from its seat, replace the bulb and test.  

 



Reseat the bulb holder and tuck the wires away so that they would not be pinched when 
you push back the vent.  
Put everything back in the reverse sequence and you’re done. 
 


